AVANTE

It’s a totally new world.
The way we think and the ways we live are changing fast.
Just as the norms and images of our world are changing, Hyundai AVANTE has also changed - completely.
In this world that looks different every day,
The all-new Hyundai AVANTE can be found beside people who will lead the new world with their youthful thinking.

Design
AVANTE’s Parametric Dynamics accentuate its geometric aesthetics,
bringing the Sensuous Sportiness of its design to life.

Inpiration Full Option (Intense Blue Pearl)

A Parametric Jewel-Pattern highlights the depth of the front grille like precision cut-gemstones, while bold and elongated front headlights
come together to give AVANTE its front sporty look. The trunk comes complete with an edgy spoiler and an integral taillight represents Hyundai Motor
with its distinct H-shape design, helping to create a high-tech, futuristic feel to the rear.

Front Design

Inpiration Full Option (Amazon Gray Metallic)

LED Headlights
17-inch Alloy Wheels & Tires

H-taillight

Inpiration Full Option (Amazon Gray Metallic)

Inpiration Full Option (Modern Gray)
* The images of the Infotainment System screen are subject to change due to regular updates.

AVANTE’s cockpit-style interior cocoons the driver, immersing you in the driving experience.
A panoramic display and control buttons on a driver-centered layout make everything easier.

Panoramic Display
A full color cluster display and navigation screen (both 10.25-inch) deliver a seamless integrated panoramic view,
tilted 10 degrees toward the driver for easier control and a high-tech feel.

* The images of the Infotainment System screen are subject to change due to regular updates.

Ambient Mood Lighting Synced to Driving Mode
For a unique driving experience, AVANTE’s mood lighting offers interior
lighting changes in colors set by the driver that vary with the different
driving modes.
BOSE Premium Sound System
Delivering precise, dynamic sound at volumes that adjust
according to your vehicle speed.

Interior Space
The new interior and lowered seats provide greater comfort.
Rear Air Vents
Give your passengers in the rear an even more pleasant ride.
Inpiration Full Option (Modern Gray)

Convenience
AVANTE’s wide range of infotainment features make
everything colorful while improving the user experience.

Inpiration Full Option (Modern Gray)
* The images of the Infotainment System screen are subject to change due to regular updates.

Avant-garde, state-of-the-art features work seamlessly with you to give you a more active driving experience.

Hyundai CarPay
Pay from inside your car at affiliated stores highlighted on the
navigation screen. Simply download the designated apps beforehand
and add a credit card number.

Voice Recognition Vehicle Control
Adjust the climate control system and heated seats and access
a variety of useful information with your voice—simply press the voice
recognition button on the steering wheel and say what you want.
* Use of Kakao i Voice Secretary requires an active Blue Link membership.

* The images of the Infotainment System screen are subject to change due to regular updates.

Personalized Profile
When AVANTE recognizes a driver (either when they open the door
with Digital Key or the driver is selected on the infotainment system),
it adjusts vehicle settings according to the personalized driver profile,
including seat position, infotainment system properties, and climate
control.
* Use of personalized profile features requires prior pairing of Digital Key (smartphone) to the vehicle.

Air Purifying System
AVANTE’s air purification system uses a fine dust sensor to monitor
the vehicle’s interior air quality, activating an automatic air purifier
when needed to ensure a more pleasant atmosphere.

Bluetooth Multiconnection
When the Bluetooth audio feature is active, up to two separate
Bluetooth-enabled devices can be connected, allowing greater
selection in your audio choices.

* The images of the Infotainment System screen are subject to change due to regular updates.

Wireless Navigation Updating
This feature updates the GPS navigation system wirelessly.
* Use of Wireless Navigation Updating requires an active Blue Link membership.

Remarkably improved driving infotainment features offer
a whole new experience and lifestyle.

Share My Vehicle’s Location
Your vehicle’s current location and destination can be shared with your family and friends
through the navigation display, Blue Link, and text messages.

Destination Guidance
After parking your vehicle, use Hyundai’s Blue Link® app for directions on
foot to your desired destination.

* Use of current location features requires an active Blue Link membership.

* Use of current location features requires an active Blue Link membership.

* The images of the Infotainment System screen are subject to change due to regular updates.

Hyundai Digital Key
Lock and unlock your doors and even start the engine from outside
the vehicle, using the Hyundai Digital Key smart phone app.
Find user-specific services on Digital Key and share with multiple users.

Battery Discharge Alarm
When the battery is in use for an extended period of time with the
engine off, messages are displayed recommending actions to prevent
running your battery down.

* Digital Key is available on NFC-enabled phones only. Visit our website to view
the current list of supporting devices.
* Apple’s limited support for NFC technology means that the smartphone-based
Digital Key is not available on iPhone.

* Use of current location features requires an active Blue Link membership.

Rear Seat Passenger Alarm
Sensors detect when a rear door opens and closes to determine if
passengers are present. If the driver door opens after switching off
the ignition, a warning message is displayed on the cluster and an
alarm sounds that there is someone still in the back seat.

Performance
AVANTE introduces an all-new 3rd generation platform that delivers superb driving performance
optimized for riding comfort, agile steering and an engine configured for exceptional fuel economy.

Smartstream Gasoline 1.6 Engine

123

Max. Power
PS/6,300rpm

15.7

Max. Torque
kgf·m/4,500rpm

15.4

Combined fuel economy
km/ℓ (IVT, 15-inch tires)

Smartstream Gasoline 1.6 Turbo Engine

204

Max. Power
PS/6,000rpm

27.0

Max. Torque
kgf·m/1,500~4,500rpm

12.8

Combined fuel economy
km/ℓ (7-speed DCT, 18-inch tires)

15.5

Max. Torque
kgf·m/4,500rpm

10.6

Combined fuel economy
km/ℓ (6-speed automatic, 15-inch tires)

LPi 1.6 Engine

120

Max. Power
PS/6,000rpm

Gasoline 1.6 Hybrid Engine / Electric Motor

105
43.5

Max. Engine Power
PS/5,700rpm
Max. Motor Power
PS (converted from 32kW)

15.0
17.3

Max. Engine Torque
kgf·m/4,000rpm

21.1

Combined fuel economy
km/ℓ (6-speed DCT, 16-inch tires)

Max. Motor Torque
kgf·m (converted from 170Nm)

Inpiration Full Option (Intense Blue Pearl)

The all-new AVANTE is the new standard in compact and midsized sedans with more advanced,
intelligent safety features to protect the driver and passengers from unexpected hazards.

Forward Collision Prevention Assist
Alerts the driver of the potential for a forward collision when vehicles in front suddenly slow down or stop, or if there are pedestrians or
cyclists in front of the vehicle. The system also activates the brakes in the event of an impending collision.

Rear Collision Prevention Assist
Alerts the driver of the potential for a collision from the rear when the turn
signal indicator is switched on for lane changes and helps avoid the collision
through differential braking if necessary.
Safe Exit Assist
Alerts the driver of any vehicle(s) approaching quickly from the rear or sides
after the AVANTE has stopped and one or more of its doors begin to open.

Front Vehicle Start Assist
Alerts the driver through the cluster display that the vehicle in front is
moving again after stopping.
Highway Driving Assist
Helps the driver maintain a safe distance on the highway from the
vehicle in front, steering the AVANTE so it remains centered on its lane
at a speed preset by the driver.

Lane Maintenance Assist
Helps with steering to keep the vehicle within the chosen driving lane.

Rear Cross-Traffic Collision Prevention Assist
Monitors the areas to the left and right when the vehicle reverses and
alerts the driver of any approaching traffic on either side. The brakes are
activated, if necessary, to avoid an impending collision.
Reverse Parking Collision-Avoidance Assist
If pedestrians or objects are detected to the rear when the vehicle is
put in reverse, the driver is alerted of the potential for collision and the
brakes applied if needed to avoid an impending accident.

Hybrid
The quality and sophistication of AVANTE Hybrid makes it the trend leader for
driving during the green era.

Hybrid Inspiration Full Option (Atlas White)

A quiet electric motor that excites as it accelerates,
offering the highest fuel economy in its class at 21.1 km/ℓ, all for a powerful, intelligent driving experience.
Engine

4

Motor

Battery

2

1

3

1. Lithium Batteries
An integrated battery system installed under the
rear seats reduces weight and gives you more trunk
space.

2. Permanent Magnet Motor
The permanent magnet motor delivers auxiliary
power to the conventional engine for better
acceleration and greater fuel efficiency. In ideal
conditions, enjoy up to 120 km/h of pure EV speed.

3. Regenerative Braking System
During deceleration, kinetic energy is converted into
electric power to charge the battery, which is then
used to give you more fuel-efficient acceleration.

4. Integrated Electric Booster
Integrates hydraulic power and control units and
uses motor-driven, electronic controls to deliver
smoother braking.

Exclusive Features of the AVANTE Hybrid
Drivers of the AVANTE Hybrid now have a wider range of features at their fingertips, including driving
data, displays of fuel economy and energy flow, and an “Eco” driving mode. Enjoy a driving experience
that is smarter and more pleasant.

* The images of the Infotainment System screen are subject to change due to regular updates.

Multi-link Rear Suspension
Multi-link rear suspension provides everyday comfort and vehicle
stability during high-speed, sporty driving with sharp cornering.
Electric Parking Brake with Auto Hold
Simply engage/disengage the parking brake with a single switch.
The electric parking brake comes with Auto Hold, which keeps the
vehicle stationary while stopped.

N Line
AVANTE N Line empowers you with dynamic energy through unparalleled style and
performance that incorporates high-caliber N Line DNA.

N Line Inpiration Full Option (Fiery Red Pearl)

N Line’s stimulating design features and accent color inspired by N offer the pleasure
of a sportier and immersed driving experience

N Line Exclusive Radiator Grille & Bumper

18-inch Alloy Wheels & Side Sill
Glossy Black Side Mirror Covers & DLO Molding

Single Twin Exhaust Tip

N Line Inpiration Full Option (Black with Red Stitching)
* The images of the Infotainment System screen are subject to change due to regular updates.

Experience the powerful driving performance of a 3rd generation Smartstream engine, along with
superb acceleration response and 7-speed DCT with superior transmission efficiency.
Multi-link rear suspension coupled with large front disc brakes give vehicles in the N Line dynamic road handling.

N Power Shift
N Power Shift (NPS) minimizes engine torque drop and optimizes clutch
control to enhance acceleration and deliver more torque and power when
shifting for greater driving excitement.

Revolution Matching
The engine RPM is matched to the shifting RPM during down shifting to offer
fast and smooth shifting and deliver a higher level of shifting responsiveness
fit for sporty driving.

* 7-speed dual-clutch transmission (7DCT) control logic

* 7-speed dual-clutch transmission (7DCT) control logic

Smartstream
Gasoline 1.6 Turbo
Engine

204

Max. Power
PS/6,000rpm

27.0

Max. Torque
kgf·m/1,500 ~ 4,500rpm

Smartstream Gasoline 1.6 Turbo Engine
Discover the improved engine performance and fuel economy that comes from the optimal valve-timing control that
Continuously Variable Valve Duration (CVVD) technology provides.

Multi-link Rear Suspension
Multi-link rear suspension improves surface traction and minimizes
the transmission of vibration from road to vehicle, providing everyday
comfort and vehicle stability during high-speed, sporty driving with
sharp cornering.
Large Front Disc Brakes
Enjoy greater stability even in dynamic driving conditions with the
superior braking performance of large front disc brakes.

Smart / Modern

15-inch alloy wheels & tires

Projector headlights
Exterior sideview mirrors

16-inch alloy wheels & tires

17-inch alloy wheels & tires

Bulb rear combination lamp
Manual air conditioner

4.2-inch color LCD cluster
Dual full auto air conditioner

Gasoline 1.6 Modern (Fluid Gray Metallic)

8-inch display audio
Heated steering wheel

* Features and specifications shown above are available on 1.6L Gasoline models only. Please refer to the monthly price table for more detailed features specific to each model.
* The images of the Infotainment System screen are subject to change due to regular updates.

10.25-inch navigation system
Front heated seats

Inspiration

16-inch alloy wheels & tires

LED headlights
Memory System for driver’s seat

17-inch alloy wheels & tires

LED rear combination lamp
Interior LED Lights (Map Lamps
and LED Sun Visor Lamps

Gasoline 1.6 Inpiration Full Option (Intense Blue Pearl)

and Room Lamps)

10.25-inch color LCD cluster
Haptic Steering Wheel
Wireless smartphone charger
10-way Power Driver Seat and 4-way Power Ventilated Front Row Seats and Heated 2nd Row Acoustic Laminated Glass (Windshield)
Passenger Seat
Seats

* Features and specifications shown above are available on 1.6L Gasoline models only. Please refer to the monthly price table for more detailed features specific to each model.
* The images of the Infotainment System screen are subject to change due to regular updates.

N Line

N Line Modern (Abyss Black Pearl)

18-inch alloy wheels & tires

Drive Mode Selector
N Line Exclusive Sports Steering Wheel

N Line Exclusive Gear Knob with Red Accents
Paddle Shifters

4.2-inch color LCD cluster
Black headlining

Metal footrest and pedals
Ambient mood lighting synced to driving mode

* Features and specifications shown above are available on 1.6L Gasoline Turbo Inspiration (N Line) only. Please refer to the monthly price table for more detailed features specific to each model.
* The images of the Infotainment System screen are subject to change due to regular updates.

N Line Inpiration Full Option (Fiery Red Pearl)

N Line Exclusive Sport Seats

Color
Interior colors

Exterior colors

Black One-tone

Modern gray

※ Modern gray(Seat) / Black

Atlas White (SAW)

Cyber Gray Metallic (C5G)

Synthetic leather

Natural leather

Synthetic leather

Natural leather

Fluid Gray Metallic (M6T)

* Driver side front and rear door armrests: Modern Gray
Passenger side front and rear door armrests: Black

Beige

※ Beige(Seat) / Medium gray

N Line Black One-tone(with Red Stitching)

Amazon Gray Metallic (A5G)

Abyss Black Pearl (A2B)

Intense Blue Pearl (YP5)

Natural leather

Synthetic leather

* Due to print production processes, the colors shown above may vary slightly from the actual colors.

Natural leather

Fiery Red Pearl (PR2)

N Performance is Hyundai’s high-performance brand that delivers the ultimate in customized
performance through incorporation of Hyundai technology and expertise, and N DNA.
Large Disc Brake Package

Design Wheel Package

N Performance Suspension

Car Floor Mats with N logo

Red Calipers, Large Discs, and Low-steel Brake Pads

18-inch Sport Design Wheels & Spinning Wheel Covers with N logo

Monotube Shock Absorbers & Red Lowering Springs

Car Floor Mats with N logo (Front and Rear Seats)

* Applicable specifications may vary depending on trim and package selected. For more information on specifications by model, please refer to the monthly price table.

These customized PET Package products are available for those who consider their pets as part of the family. We wish you a wonderful driving experience with your pet.

Harness (small/medium)

ISOFIX Seatbelt, Seatbelt Tether

* Aftermarket dealer of customized goods: Hyundai shop Customizing Brand Hall (Shop.Hyundai.com)

ISOFIX car seat

Protective front seat cover(passenger seat)

Protective rear seat cover

Dimensions

Overall height
1,420

Wheel tread, Front

1,579

Overall width

Wheelbase

1,825

2,720

Wheel tread, Rear

Overall length

1,590

4,650
* Unit: mm, The images and wheel tread are based on the Gasoline 1.6 model with 17-inch tires.

Type

Gasoline 1.6

LPi 1.6

LPi 1.6

Gasoline 1.6 hybrid

Overall length (mm)

4,650

4,675

4,650

←

Overall width (mm)

1,825

←

←

←

Overall height (mm)

1,420

←

←

←

Wheelbase (mm)

2,720

←

Wheel tread, Front (mm)

1,593(15")
1,585(16")
1,579(17")

1,566(18”)

1,604(15")
1,596(16")
1,590(17")

1,581(18”)

Engine type

Smartstream G1.6

Smartstream G1.6T

LPi 1.6

G1.6 hybrid

Displacement (cc)

1,598

←

1,591

1,580

Wheel tread, Rear (mm)

←

←

1,593(15")
1,585(16")
1,579(17")
1,604(15")
1,596(16")
1,590(17")

1,585(16")
1,579(17")
1,599(16")
1,593(17")

Max. Power (PS/rpm)

123/6,300

204/6,000

120/6,000

105/5,700

Max. Torque (kgfm/rpm)

15.7/4,500

27.0/1,500 ~ 4,500

15.5/4,500

15.0/4,000

Fuel tank (ℓ)

47

←

53 (85% charged)

Max. Motor Power (kW)

-

-

-

32

Max. Motor Torque (Nm)
System Max. Power
(PS/rpm)
Trunk Capacity (ℓ, VDA)

-

-

-

170

-

-

-

141/5,700

474

←

310

474

42

Model

Smartstream G1.6

Smartstream G1.6T

LPi 1.6

G1.6 hybrid

Fuel type

Displacement
(cc)

Unladen
vehicle
weight
(kg)

Tire
(inch)

Transmission

Grade

CO2 Emission
(g/km)

Fuel efficiency reported to the government
(km/ℓ)
Combined

City

AVANTE Hybrid warranties

Highway

Gasoline

1,598

1,210

15

Smartstream IVT

2

106

15.4

13.8

17.7

Gasoline

1,598

1,225

16

Smartstream IVT

2

110

14.9

13.3

17.3

Gasoline

1,598

1,230

17

Smartstream IVT

2

114

14.5

13.1

16.6

Gasoline

1,598

1,345

18

7-speed DCT

3

130

12.8

11.5

14.7

Gasoline

1,598

1,315

18

6-speed manual

3

136

12.3

11.1

14.0

LPG

1,591

1,225

15

6-speed automatic

4

122

10.6

9.4

12.5

LPG

1,591

1,240

16

6-speed automatic

4

123

10.5

9.3

12.4

LPG

1,591

1,245

17

6-speed automatic

4

126

10.3

9.2

12.0

Gasoline

1,580

1,335

16

6-speed DCT

1

74

21.1

21.4

20.7

Gasoline

1,580

1,350

17

6-speed DCT

1

81

19.5

20.3

18.6

Maintain a constant speed to drive more efficiently.
- The above fuel economy was calculated based on standard driving conditions. Actual fuel efficiency may vary depending on road conditions, driving styles, cargo weight, maintenance conditions,
and outside temperatures. - Some of the photographed vehicles in this brochure depict optional features for illustrative purposes and may differ from the actual vehicles. - The features, colors, and
specifications stated in this brochure are subject to change based on improvements in the vehicle’s exterior or performance. - The above engine performance data is based on the net value, which is a
legal requirement applied by the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport from 1997 onwards. To produce the data, an advanced measurement method that takes into account the resistance of
vehicle emissions was used. This method may generate results slightly lower than those generated by existing methods based on the gross value. - The leather upholstery partially consists of synthetic
leather. - The vehicle colors printed in this brochure may differ from the actual colors. -Some specifications may not apply to rental cars. See the corresponding month’s price list for more details. -All of
the measurements in this brochure apply to 1.6L Gasoline models only. The specifications and the features of the Hybrid, Turbo, and LPi models may vary. - Hyundai Motor vehicles are sold at prices
uniformly applied for the same products everywhere across the country to promote fair business practices. - Use of engine oil or fuel that is of low quality may result in damage to the vehicle. - Please
refer to the owner’s manual for details about new technologies and features stated in this brochure.

Warranty
for Hybrid
parts

Guaranteed
vehicle
trade-in
rateprogram

10-year/200,000-kilometer warranty
- Electric motor, hybrid high-voltage battery
HPCU (Hybrid Power Control Unit)

Customers may choose to apply for this
program upon purchasing a vehicle. It focuses
on customer satisfaction by providing a high
guaranteed vehicle trade-in rate for customers
who purchase another vehicle from Hyundai
Motor within three years of applying for program
membership.
- Eligibility: first-time purchasing customers
(does not apply to: Hyundai Motor employees,
customers who are not first-time purchasers,
entrepreneurs, procurement-related purchasers, etc.)
- Standard guaranteed trade-in rate: under one
year: 77%, under two years: 70%, under three
years: 64%

※ The benefits offered through the warranties above may be subject to change.
※ Contact a branch or dealership for details.

The images presented here are intended to inform customers and display the best models and options. The specifications described above vary by option, package, powertrain, and exterior color. For specification details by model, please refer to the monthly price table.

The advanced technology of Hyundai’s BlueLink system helps keep both the driver and the vehicle safe in any situation.
BlueLink is always there to keep you safe, regardless of the location or time of day. Experience the unique joy of safe and comfortable driving.

Remote control

Safety security

Vehicle management

Navigation

In the extremely hot summer or cold winter months, you can link your
smartphone to the air conditioner or heater to set and control the
temperature inside the vehicle. Enjoy a pleasant driving experience with
BlueLink.

The BlueLink Center works 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. If an airbag opens
due to an accident, the Center automatically detects your location and takes
appropriate actions according to the situation, such as contacting the police,
ambulance, insurance company, etc.

Services include real-time trouble detection while the vehicle is running and
regular vehicle inspections on pre-arranged dates. In the event of vehicle trouble,
immediate professional consulting is available, and you may conveniently make
reservations for repair at the time and location of your choice.

This function enables the driver to conveniently search for destinations
through voice command and suggests optimum routes based on an
independent analysis of real-time traffic information. The driver can search a
database of upto-date information to find even newly created destinations.

* Free of charge for 5 years for first-time Bluelink members after vehicle purchase. Light Service (emergency call, airbag deployment notification, monthly report, traffic data, etc.) is provided free of charge for additional five years. * Certain functions (Digital
Key 2, Hyundai CarPay, OTA (Over-The-Air) software updates, and wireless navigation system updates) are provided only to Bluelink members. Provided functions may vary by model. * Over-The-Air software update is available during the Light Service
period, and the features available may vary by model. * Inquiries: Bluelink Kakao Talk Customer Service Center (enter 'Bluelink' in Kakao Talk search screen and add as friend)

AVANTE Homepage

AVANTE Hybrid Homepage
Hyundai Motor Company ranked first for
the ninth consecutive year in 2022 across
all segments
(semi-mid-size, mid-size, full-size, and RVs)

2022 Korea Customer Satisfaction Index (KCSI)
Ranked 1st in the sedan sector for
29 consecutive years
Ranked 1st in the RV sector for 19 consecutive years

2022 KS-QEI
(Korea Standard-Quality Excellence Index)
Ranked 1st in 12 surveyed sectors

Ranked first place in the automobile warranty
service category of the Korean StandardService Quality Index (KS-SQI) for eight
consecutive years

* The images used in this brochure are intended to enhance customers’ understanding and are focused on high-end models and optional features.
* The features introduced in this brochure may vary from model to model. Please refer to the monthly price table for more detailed features of each model.

